Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. pilot, given, fine, lines
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

2. grade, divide, river, multiply
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

3. height, bigger, iron, brick
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

4. silent, whisper, they, safety
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

5. reply, inch, rhyme, write
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. pilot, given, fine, lines
   fine, given, lines, pilot

2. grade, divide, river, multiply
   divide, grade, multiply, river

3. height, bigger, iron, brick
   bigger, brick, height, iron

4. silent, whisper, they, safety
   safety, silent, they, whisper

5. reply, inch, rhyme, write
   inch, reply, rhyme, write